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Through a long experience achieved in 
the bakery and innovation food �eld, 
Sano e Sazio was founded in 2019.  A 
company applied of innovative food 
creation which, associated with a 
functional bene�t and a good taste, 
reduce the sense of hunger before the 
meals providing an adequate nutrients 
amount.

The project was born of idea that an 
healty diet must be practical and tasty. 

The brand Spezza.fame by Sano e Sazio 
was born with the vision to create a new, 
modern and sustainable consumption 
pattern.

Sano e Sazio has already received many 
awards. It was selected by the itemHUB 
incubator and won a Puglia Region 
proclamation: PIN - Pugliesi Innovativi.

Recently it has been selected by the 
innovation HUB of the Crédit Agricole - 
Le Village group and it has been 
awarded by Cibus of Parma which 
admitted it as FOOD INNOVATION 
START UP @CIBUS 2021.

who we are

www.sanoesazio.it

+39 338 64 78 027
info@sanoesazio.it



Made in Italy

Spezza.fame by Sano e Sazio  was born 
of the aim to create a range of 
innovative products into the snack 
market that allow customer, 
increasingly dedicated to a balanced 
diet, to taste not only healty but also 
practical and tasty products.

Spezza.fame by Sano e Sazio  is the 
innovative answer to the new food 
needs of a consumer increasingly 
interested and dynamic. 

The Project
Spezza.fame snacks by Sano e Sazio  are 
formulated to guarantee maximum 
taste with minumum caloric impact so 
as to overcome those moments of the 
day when the hunger suddenly arrives. 

Formulated with bio certi�ed 
ingredients, Spezza.fame is a selection 
of protein chips created with rice, 
chickpeas, proteins pea and others 
functional ingredients that break the 
hunger with taste, allowing the 
consumer to eat a health diet. Now 
available in 3 irresistible tastes.
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